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ters at the conference 

and after-party

FACTS. INSPIRATIONS FOR A PERSON
CENTERED HEALTHCARE SYSTEM.

Digitalisation in the healthcare industry continues to advance. Ef-
ficiency, processes to optimise profits from other industries and 
pressure to drive down costs are part of everyday life. While stand-
ards do offer great potential for cost optimisation, do they still show 
solidarity? The great innovative power of the life sciences and med-
tech sectors with new technologies and treatments perform medi-
cal “miracles”, but are often extremely complex and expensive, ever 
more often leading to questions about what a human life is “worth”. 

Can we afford modern treatment and, if yes, for whom? How can 
we promote the smooth flow of data and information without at 
the same time negatively impacting our privacy? Who is interested 
in our health and how can all players be inspired to pull together? 
The future-oriented and sustainable development of healthcare is 
only possible through clear dialogue and the improved integration 
of patients. Genuine  patient empowerment and real involvement are 
therefore the focus of FutureHealth Basel.

Under the claim “Me, Myself and Algorithms”, patients and startups 
are integrated in the programme. We are creating a space for ques-
tions, answers and consider inputs from the audience. FutureHealth 
Basel promotes interactivity and creates a concrete connection to 
the Swiss healthcare system.

https://sef.events/FUH20


With his research in the field of behav-
ioural economics, Wharton School 
professor David Asch aims to identify 
how physicians and patients make 
medical decisions, how they sometimes 
go wrong, and how those decisions can 
be improved. The ultimate goal is to 
improve the wellbeing of patients by 
incorporating insights derived from our 
understanding of human behaviour. 
David Asch has received multiple awards 
for teaching and scholarship and is an 
elected member of the National 
 Academy of Medicine.

More speakers will be announced in the 
upcoming brochure as well as online at: 
www.nzz-futurehealth.com.

DAVID A. ASCH, MD, MBA
Executive Director at the Penn Medicine Center for Health Care 
Innovation, University of Pennsylvania
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FutureHealth Basel – the conference for selected national and 
international decision makers and change makers in the healthcare 
industry.

HOLISTIC.
The conference is a cross-sector event geared towards all players 
in the healthcare industry. 

STRATEGIC ADVANTAGE.
FutureHealth Basel offers participants new ideas, innovative 
solutions and genuine added value.

CLEAR FOCUS.
The conference focuses consistently on patients, their needs  
and changing ecosystems.

CAREFULLY SELECTED GROUP OF PARTICIPANTS.
The modern healthcare system requires interdisciplinary, cross- 
sector solutions and input from the world’s foremost experts. 
FutureHealth Basel takes this fact into consideration and 
 networks experienced leaders with the young guns in the industry.
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NZZ Conferences & Services events are  
organised and curated by the Swiss Economic  
Forum (SEF) team. The SEF is the leading  
provider of high-quality economic conferences. 
Its portfolio includes successful, long-stand-
ing events such as the Swiss Economic  
Forum, the Swiss Innovation Forum, the NZZ 

Swiss International Finance Forum and NZZ 
X.Days. All platforms are business-oriented 
and feature a careful selection of interest-
ing speakers. They go deep into key issues,  
present practical, first-hand knowledge, and 
provide a strategic edge.

NZZ CONFERENCES.
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